
Ratrace To The Top

An earliest governmentally mandated NCLB had loudly and publicly founded itself upon 
the test-score-inflexible act of holding low-income, low-scoring schools accountable.  However, 
as years filled with the ever harsher (and ever more unbending) penalties of a modern-day 
liability moved forward?  

It soon became startlingly clear that no one knew exactly what, with any real consistency, 
this suddenly legislated act of a “true” answerability might entail.  

Oh well.  
Knowing what to do in order to hold low-scoring schools accountable?  
So long as the money kept flowing, that, surely, was a relatively minor detail; simply 

more of that tediously low-level school reform minutiae.  Eschewing, in the rapid pace of 
modern days, any troublesome need for implementing any of those wearisomely old-school 
oversight practices – those now outdated managerial practices which had so tiresomely 
demanded a carefully deliberated and fully inclusive neighborhood collaboration – well, with a 
disconnected, cat-belling faith?

Year after year lawmakers resolved a continued move forward.  
Repeatedly they voted to prolong the retaliatory dictates behind an immutable NCLB.  

Exhibiting a steadfast lack of examination into the serious problems which might arise when 
forcing ruthlessly inflexible practices and minimally-planned, bell-the-cat-deregulated invasions 
– suddenly?  

More money was avidly thrust into the test-score answerability pot.  
Low-scoring, community-destabilizing, school-invasive years; long, overwhelmingly 

disruptive years; years imbued with a mounting and nearly unbearable reform-resistant tension...
Shouldered mercilessly on.  
Until, one day?  
Well, one day, late in the final months of a long and economically challenged year, 

attended by a vast and possibly even unparalleled countrywide enthusiasm, a long-awaited, 
much-voted-for “change” in our national governmental leadership – unexpectedly and mind-
bogglingly ignored the increasingly panicked call for a highly promised transformation.  
Standing up in a shocking support for not only the previous administrator’s destabilizing interest 
in closing low-performing schools, but, now, in ridding the world of a suddenly recognized 
epidemic of bad teachers – a new, change-promoting President confusingly pledged his 
unbending loyalty for the painful disruptions of No Child Left Behind.  	


Resolutely ignoring the desperately rising petition for a return to more equitable financing 
practices, this enthusiastically elected administrator’s educational policies maintained not only an 
unwavering financial support for the heavy obligations of NCLB, but now belligerently 
mandated the uncompromising addition of a yet more enthusiastically proffered (if yet more 
sporadically regulated) funding.  

And, suddenly?
The seriously big innovation-competitive money started to flow.
The horses were off; the big race was on.


